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Step 1:
Remove all components from the container and place on a clean flat work surface. You will 
notice that there are two barrels with the same laser cut pieces, one Natural barrel and one 
Orange barrel. This allows you to give your Koi a totally custom appearance. Please note that 
the components are small and fragile and should be handled with care.

Step 2:
Slide the brass tube into the Blue wooden barrel, this is only to 
assist you in the assembly process. Do not use any glue at this 
stage.

Step 3:
Begin by choosing the color pattern that you would like to see for your Koi and 
from the back side of the blank push the pieces through and out onto your work 
surface. After you have laid out all of the necessary pieces you may now begin 
assembling your Koi. Once all of the pieces have been installed use a small piece 
of wood or roll the blank back and forth over the inlays to ensure that they are seated firmly 
and flush with the blank.

Step 4:
Remove the brass tube and proceed by scuffing the exterior of the tube lightly with fine grit sandpaper. The brass tube is 
now ready to be glued in, however before applying any adhesive ensure that the tube moves freely through the barrel. If 
the barrel does not move freely you may need to sand the interior of the barrel slightly until the brass tube moves freely. 
Once the tube moves freely you are now ready to glue the tube to the barrel. We recommend using either a thick CA or 
a five minute epoxy for this process. It is critical to center the brass tube inside the barrel leaving equal amounts of the 
barrel exposed on either end of the brass tube. Once cured clamp a piece of a wooden dowel rod into your vise and 
slide the barrel over the dowel. Using either a medium or thin CA glue and apply a coat of adhesive over the inlay pieces 
of the blank, this will ensure adhesion not only to the brass tube but to the individual pieces. Do not use accelerator. 
Allow the CA to cure naturally. Remove any adhesive that may have gotten on the inside of the brass tube.

Step 5:
Using a disk sander, square and sand the barrel to the length until you make contact with the brass tube ensuring not to 
shorten the overall length. Do Not Use a Barrel Trimmer For This Process.

Step 6:
Using the Wall St II bushings (#146597) mount the barrel and the bushings on the mandrel and place in the lathe. Use 
180 grit sandpaper to sand the barrel to the desired shape. Use progressively finer sandpaper until you are satisfied with 
the finish. You may use a skew for this but make sure that it is very sharp to prevent unnecessary damage. You may 
also use a fine tooth wood file for this step as well. Remember that you are working with a blank made of many pieces. 
Proceed with caution.

Step 7: 
The barrel can now be finished with a finish of your choice. CA glues work well to fill any gaps and provides a great long 
lasting finish. 

Step 9:
Follow your pen kit instructions to assemble your new pen.
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